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On 28 November 1660, a group of 12 men, which included
Christopher Wren, met at Gresham College, London, to set 
up "a Colledge for the promoting of Physico-Mathematicall
Experimentall Learning". This event is today recognised as the
founding meeting of the Royal Society, and is marked each
year on 30 November (or the weekday closest to it) by
Anniversary Day. It has been a tradition for the President of the
Royal Society to deliver a keynote speech on Anniversary Day,
addressing important issues in the world of science.

The current President of the Royal Society is Lord Robert May 
of Oxford OM AC Kt, who began his five-year term in 2000. 
He holds a professorship jointly in the Department of Zoology,
University of Oxford and Imperial College, London. Lord May
has won a number of international awards, including the 1996
Crafoord Prize for "pioneering ecological research in theoretical
analysis of the dynamics of populations, communities and
ecosystems". Between 1995 and 2000, he was Chief Scientific
Adviser to the UK Government and Head of the Office of
Science and Technology. He became a member of the UK
House of Lords in 2001 and was appointed to be a member
of the Order of Merit in 2002.

DOWN THROUGH THE YEARS, ANNIVERSARY ADDRESSES HAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN
ECHOED THE MOTTO GIVEN TO THE ROYAL SOCIETY BY ITS FOUNDERS: “NULLIUS IN
VERBA”. THE LATIN WORDS ARE TAKEN FROM A PASSAGE IN HORACE IN WHICH THE
POET LIKENS HIMSELF TO A GLADIATOR WHO, HAVING EARNED RETIREMENT, NEED 
NO LONGER BOW TO AUTHORITY (NULLIUS ADDICTUS IURARAE IN VERBA MAGISTRI): 
“I SAY NO MASTER HAS THE RIGHT TO SWEAR ME TO OBEDIENCE BLIND” (1). SUCH
CLASSICAL ARCANA RAISES SOME EYEBROWS TODAY, AND WE MIGHT OFTEN DO
BETTER WITH THE MOTTO’S EQUIVALENT IN CONTEMPORARY DEMOTIC – FROM THE
AMERICAN TV SERIES DRAGNET – “JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM”.

How to choose tomorrow, rather than letting it 
just happen, as scientific understanding advances

Independent of the details of the translation, our
motto sets out the core values of the Royal
Society: pursuit of secure, experimentally
verifiable knowledge of how the world works,
unfettered by the received wisdom of past belief
or the constraints of past authority. It is no less a
radical agenda in 2002 than it was in 1660.

Of course, the attribute which primarily distinguishes
Homo sapiens from the wonderful diversity of other
creatures we share our planet with is our self-conscious
quest to understand the world around us and our place
in it. The first stirrings of this search are lost in mists of
magic and mysticism, whose enigmatic traces remain
in the caves at Altamira, in stone circles, and other
such reminders. Advancing fitfully, often two steps
forward and one step back, this intellectual adventure
has become ever more systemically organised and
methodically experimental, particularly over the past
three centuries or so. And, still accelerating, scientific
understanding has expanded more in the past 50 years
than in all previous human history.

Applications of this understanding of the external
world have unquestionably made life better, in both
developed and developing countries: lifespans have
increased (from a global life expectancy at birth 50
years ago of 46 years, to 64 years today); world
food production has doubled over the past 35

years, on only 10% more land; and daily labour has
been alleviated with, on global average, a per capita
energy subsidy of 14 times that needed for basic
metabolic needs (which is all we needed in hunter-
gatherer days). But, at the turn of the century, we
increasingly recognise unintended adverse
consequences of these well-intended actions: better
health in both developed and developing countries
means still-continuing population growth; the
Green Revolution in agriculture has increasingly
evident environmental costs; and our various uses of
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fossil fuel energy subsidies (which vary hugely
among countries) are changing the global climate.
Moreover, the century just begun will undoubtedly
see our understanding reach beyond the external
world, down to the molecular machinery of life
itself. And this is likely to make today’s problems of
unintended consequences look like a curtain-raiser
to the real drama.

It is against this background that I wish to share
some reflections on how we might do a better,
more deliberately questioning, job of asking
what kind of tomorrow we want to build with
the possibilities science opens for us – subject
always to the constraints which science clarifies –
rather than just letting things happen. One of
the biggest problems is that, all too often, we
are not sure of exactly what the possible benefits
are, and even less sure of what the
countervailing worries might be. Sometimes, as
for xenotransplantation, the worries are mainly
about safety: might transplanting pigs’ hearts

into humans give rise to new plagues? In other
instances, as in the debate about research on
embryonic stem cells, the worries are primarily
ethical. For yet others, such as GM crops, there
are questions about both safety (will these crops
create “superweeds” or have implications for
human health?) and ethics (should we care
about further reductions in biological diversity
which might result from the further
intensification of agriculture which some such
crops could promote?).

In what follows, I will outline a set of ideal
precepts to guide us through this moral maze.
Harder to deal with are the shadows that fall
between the ideal and its execution. Before
turning to this task, however, I wish to dispose of
three common misunderstandings, the first two of
which are by scientists about that multifaceted
entity which is so often, and so glibly, called “the
public”, and the third of which is by “the public”
(or some of it) about science.
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stakeholders in "traditional knowledge" and 
instinctive beliefs.

Even the advent of the automobile, that mixed
blessing which has liberated life in developed
countries in so many ways, was greeted, particularly
in the USA, with initial hostility. The opening
chapters of Hillenbrand’s Seabiscuit: An American
Legend give a vivid account of the ordinances which
many towns, including San Francisco, put in place to
inhibit the use of early automobiles (3). Similar
tales abound for the early objections to trains.

It is instructive that in many cases the initial
opposition contained valid elements which, with the
wisdom of hindsight, we can now wish had been
taken note of. Our current attempts to ameliorate
the ways in which cars have eaten the heart out of
so many cities, for example, would be easier if we
had had some truly visionary thinking 50 years ago.

Moving from past anecdote to current public
attitudes, consider the findings in recent UK polls.
One careful study in 2000 suggests that 84% of
people in Britain believe "scientists and engineers
make a valuable contribution to society", and
even that 68% say "scientists want to make life
better for the average person". The real issue, as

the same poll showed, is that roughly half
thought that the pace of current scientific
advance was too fast for government to keep up
through effective oversight and regulation (4).

Another interesting poll, by MORI in 2001 (5),
explored the degree to which members of various
professions were expected to "tell the truth".
Professors ranked third (closely bracketed with
judges and clergymen), behind doctors and
teachers but well ahead of "the ordinary
man/woman in the street", and way ahead of
pollsters and government ministers. "Scientists" did
less well, ranking seventh, behind the five leaders
mentioned above plus TV newsreaders, but steadily
improving from studies four years earlier, at the
height of the BSE affair. More encouraging, when
responses from those aged 15-24 years are broken
out from the all-age sample, professors moved to a
close second behind doctors (88% trusted to tell
the truth, versus 91%); scientists also moved up,
with 79% trusted by this younger group.

In short, it seems that the public – particularly
the younger public – do trust scientists. But they
worry about the pace of modern advance. This
seems sensible to me.

Doctors 89 91

Teachers 86 84

Professors 78 88

Judges 78 83

Clergymen/Priests 78 80

TV Newsreaders 75 75

Scientists 65 79

The Police 63 71

The ordinary person 
in the street 52 42

Pollsters 46 50

Civil Servants 43 58

Trade Union Officials 39 52

Business Leaders 27 36

Government Ministers 20 35

Journalists 18 14

Politicians Generally 17 26

Yes Yes 
all ages % 15-24 

year olds %

Yes Yes 
all ages % 15-24 

year olds %

In this survey, respondents were asked whether they generally trusted people on a list to tell the truth
SOURCE: MORI/BMA and reference (5)

It is often said, particularly by some of my
gloomier scientific colleagues, that there is rising
distrust of science and scientists.

We must remember that there has always been initial
distrust of new ideas and new technologies. Those
who first displaced our planet from the centre of the
universe were not greeted warmly. Indeed, hostility was
expressed in more draconian terms than today: Bruno’s
burning; Galileo’s enforced recantation and house
arrest, with grudging apology a few centuries later. The
early history of vaccination shows not one, but two,
distinct waves of distrust (2). The first, roughly two
centuries ago, worried that vaccination might actually
spread infection (as well as be beneficial to some), and

caused fierce controversy. Vaccination with cowpox
was also resisted, leading to public disturbances and
newspaper cartoons fully in the "Frankenstein Foods"
idiom (of course, Mary Shelley had not yet written
Frankenstein, but the little cows popping out of arms,
as mad doctors attacked, captured the essentials). The
second wave of widespread agitation occurred a little
over 100 years ago, and had more of the character of
a resistance by purveyors of nostrums, along with
some physicians and others, to the early rise of a public
health establishment deriving from advances in
understanding the “germ theory of disease”. The
consequent public health programmes, and particularly
childhood vaccinations, were thus resisted strongly by

Distrust of “the new” is not new
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grounded on well-explored areas of science. Here
public expectations – "tell us the facts" – march
with actuality. But many of the topics of current
concern lie in areas where significant uncertainty

still exists. Once this happens it is necessary to
understand that science is as much – or more
– a way of asking illuminating questions, as it 
is a collection of tidy and certain answers.

A second misapprehension is that, if only people
had a good understanding of science, there
would be less worry about GM foods, or mobile
phone masts, or MMR vaccination, or whatever.

Contrary evidence comes from studies within the
15 EU countries. In response to non-trivial
questions about the nature of experimental
enquiry (what is a control group; what is meant
by genetic inheritance; etc), as well as to more
general tests, average percentage scores ranged
from 70-80 for Denmark and the UK, down to
the low 30s for some Mediterranean countries.
The same people were then asked "has science
made life better?". All said yes, but those from

the countries scoring lowest on scientific
understanding were, in general, the most
unequivocally enthusiastic. Other studies show
similar patterns.

I am not surprised by these findings. The more you
understand about science, the more you worry about
unintended consequences – about the Faustian
elements the bargain can contain. Of course we should
strive for broad education about science, and about
its methods and uncertainties. But we should do this
precisely because it will promote wide and engaged
debate, and airing of worries and precautions,
not under any delusion that such a scientifically
literate populace will be a passive consumer.

The third misapprehension – as understandable
as it is unfortunate – is that science is essentially
always about unambiguously factual answers

Such a false impression is understandable. The
science taught in primary and secondary school, and
in much tertiary education as well, is about things
we really understand very fully. This, after all, is a
sensible way to organise curricula. And it certainly is
the easy way to set exam papers, especially multiple
choice ones. Even more, the answers to "science"
questions on TV quiz shows cannot admit debate,
and so help promote the illusion that science is a
mass of boring trivia about the technical names for
things, or definitions memorised by rote.

Conversely, this is deeply unfortunate. Whilst much
of science deals with things that indeed are

extremely well understood, many of the topics that
engage public attention lie at or beyond the
frontiers of the currently known. This is or recently
was the case, for example, for topics on the
following list: will BSE in cattle infect humans;
might GM crops hybridise with other plants to
create invasive weeds; given likely advances both in
vaccine design and in understanding the
transmission dynamics of disease, what role should
vaccination-to-live play in controlling future
outbreaks of infectious diseases of livestock; to
what extent, and before how long, might adult
cells permit the medical advances foreseen from
research on embryonic stem cells; and many others.

In summary, the great majority of science advice
to Government policy makers is routine,

It is all very well for me to say there are areas of
science where, for all practical purposes, certain
answers can be given, while other areas remain
uncertain. But who decides whether a given
question lies in the certain or uncertain regime? I
could say it depends on whether the question lies
inside or beyond the frontiers of the known, but
who decides where the frontier is? 

This is not an abstract philosophical question, but
rather lies at the heart of many contemporary
quarrels: I can point to a great deal of evidence
suggesting that it is exceedingly unlikely that any
current GM crop will cross-pollinate with some
other plant to create a superweed (except
possibly in the rather silly sense of being resistant
to a particular herbicide), but someone
ideologically opposed to GM crops can justifiably
point to a lack of certitude.

So what is meant by "certain", in science?
The question arises, albeit in rather trivial form,
with some of the correspondence that the
President of the Royal Society (among others)
customarily receives, seeking sponsorship or
patronage for an idea which "the establishment"
has dismissed. Commonly, such letters describe
perpetual motion machines. I do not read them.
However ingenious, not to say incomprehensible,
the mechanism of such a machine may be, it
violates the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The
Second Law is a cornerstone of physics, and if it
goes, so does most of modern physics. In

common with most colleagues, I regard the
Second Law as being pretty much as certain as
that day will follow night (which, of course, is itself
not certain in the sense that 2 + 2 = 4 is certain).
By the same token, Newton’s inverse square law of
gravitation is effectively certain. Newton had not
the faintest idea that the simplest, and purely
deterministic, three body problem (three objects,
treated as points, interacting via gravitational
forces) could produce what we now call chaotic
dynamics – deterministically described, but
effectively unpredictable dynamics – but his
selfsame laws held that possibility, now known to
be exemplified by some planetary satellites within
our own solar system.

By this time, other biologists and I regard the
essentials of Darwin’s explanation of how living
things evolved, by "descent with modification", as
having much the same status as the inverse
square law. However, you can find literally
thousands of people with PhDs in the USA who
believe the world was created, literally as
described in Genesis, some time in October 4004
BC. This illustrates, in telling fashion, the difficulty
in giving a crisp answer to what is certain. I shall
return to this point in the conclusion.

And, of course, there are innumerable areas where
virtually all agree that uncertainty still reigns. Has
the BSE prion hopped into the sheep population?
There is no firm evidence yet that it has, but all we
can do at present is put statistical limits on the

Better public understanding of science leads to
more, not fewer, questions

Science at the frontier is not the certainties 
seen in TV quizzes

Science as a way of knowing
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maximum number of sheep that might be
infected (it is a small proportion of the UK flock,
and it could be zero, but we do not know). We
understand an extraordinary amount about how
the HIV virus interacts with immune system cells,
but lack any widely-agreed explanation for why
the interval between infection with HIV and the
onset of AIDS (in the absence of drugs which
suppress viral replication) is so long and so
variable; several groups believe they may have an
essence of an answer, but, despite the huge
importance of HIV/AIDS and much work, this
problem is not yet solved.

My view is that, on any scientific issue, there is, at
any one time, what might be thought of as a
landscape of opinion. In the early stages of
research, various ideas are proposed, producing lots
of little clusters of opinion like little hillocks on the
landscape. As questions are raised, observations
noted, and experiments designed to discriminate
among possibilities, some of the bumps shrink to
zero, others attract support and grow. Sometimes,
apparently different spikes turn out to be the same
and coalesce (a problem, I admit, with the
landscape analogy!). As things progress, we tend
sometimes to find two "schools" or hilltops, rarely of
comparable size, or perhaps many hilltops, with
some growing and others fading. Ideally, over time,
real understanding emerges, and appears as one
tall, triumphant peak on an otherwise vacant
landscape. In reality, this never happens. As Planck
said, "some never abandon an idea, they die first";
pockets of aberrant opinion may hold out, with
proponents either ignoring decisive evidence and
experiments, or alternatively inventing ever more
baroque ways of modifying their views to
accommodate such facts. And, of course, such
situations arise even more implacably if some fixed

ideological position commits an individual to a
position, transcending any data.

In general, however, the historical landscape of
any major scientific question has its own
evolution, from pimply plurality, through
contending hillocks, to a single and narrowly-
spikey mountain in maturity.  Surprises are always
possible. A single crucial observation may destroy
an "agreed" peak, and eventually create a new
one – as the Michelson-Morley experiment did to
the ether. More usually, as for special relativity in
relation to Newtonian physics, a revolutionary
transformation of a mature discipline adds
important features to parts of the mountain,
leaving most of it effectively the same (so that old
maps still work in almost all circumstances).

It will be seen that, especially in the early stages,
questioning and dissident opinion are hugely
useful. It is most important that consensus is not
reached too early, least it inhibit important lines
of investigation. This is one of the reasons why, in
setting out the list of ideal precepts for science
advice and policy making below, I strongly
emphasise the need deliberately to seek out and
consider dissident opinions. However, despite its
importance in, as it were, the early evolution of
the geomorphology of the scientific landscape,
such questioning becomes unhelpful if it persists
in the teeth of clear and contrary evidence; it can
become a kind of fossil hillock.

The relatively recent debate on the origins of HIV
in humans provides an illustration here. The
possibility that HIV was introduced into humans as
an accidental by-product of the use of
chimpanzees in the early development of polio
vaccines in Africa has been suggested in Hooper’s
book The River, and elsewhere. This is an
important suggestion: such an event is not

impossible in principle, and would have wide
implications if true. Those at the Wistar Institute
(WI) responsible for developing the vaccine
indignantly rejected any such possibility. The late
W.D. Hamilton proposed a Royal Society
Discussion Meeting to resolve the question, and on
a faster time track than was then usual for such
meetings. The meeting was promptly scheduled
(and indeed our procedures have since been
modified to make this a more usual occurrence),
but the WI group queried the need for such a
meeting, and persuaded several contributors to
withdraw. The Royal Society persisted, and the
meeting was indeed rescheduled and held six
months later in September 2000. With Hooper’s
position by this time entrenched, and the WI
group equally but oppositely certain, the meeting
occasionally verged on theatre (complete with
batteries of TV cameras at the back). But the bulk
of the evidence came from researchers not
engaged in the quarrel per se, but rather focused
on reading the history of the HIV virus by studying
how the molecular sequences of different viral
strains have diverged over time, in humans and
other primates. The conclusion was compelling: "in
the light of the evidence and discussion presented
[at the Discussion Meeting] the oral polio vaccine
(OPV) hypothesis for the origins of HIV … does
not accord with HIV phylogenetic studies". But, in
thus summing up the Meeting, Robin Weiss was
concerned to emphasise that "Yet one lesson to be
learned from considering OPV as a source of HIV is
how plausibly it might have happened and how
cautious we need to be over introducing medical
treatments derived from animal tissues, such as
live, attenuated vaccines or xenotransplantation"
(6). Not surprisingly, Hooper persists in his belief,
which now represents an increasingly isolated
outlying hillock.

What of the role of peer review, either of papers
submitted to scientific journals, or (more subtly) in
invitations to address conferences and the like, in
all this? Such process of formal review by other
experts helps reassure the scientific community
that the work is indeed sound; it acts as a
retardant on the half-baked and (though this
occurs vastly more rarely) on fraud. Underlining
the merits of peer review of papers, proposals,
programmes and people, Bruce Alberts, in his
2002 Presidential Address to the US National
Academy of Sciences wrote "…science is based on
evidence and the confirmation of one’s work by
others…An honest, even ruthless process of
frequent merit review of both people and
programmes is essential - and the outcome must
be seen as fair. A second essential element of any
science institution is its eagerness to engage in
the process of continuous self-improvement. This
implies both a willingness to change, and an
eagerness to experiment and learn from
experience" (7). This system is not – never could

PRESS CONFERENCE AT THE ORIGIN OF HIV AND
AIDS DISCUSSION MEETING



I now turn to the question which prompted the
extended preamble above: how to do a better
job of choosing which doors to open, and which
to leave closed, among the ever-expanding

opportunities that advances in scientific
knowledge offer us. How to weigh possible
benefits against possible costs, avoiding
unintended consequences.

Whatever our hoped-for benefits, and whether
our worries are about ethics or safety or a
mixture of the two, the first thing to do is to
strive for a clear understanding of the scientific
facts and uncertainties which frame the debate.
Such delineation of the scientific landscape must
begin with an open and inclusive advisory
process. Appropriate experts should be involved,
seeking widely and outside the country when
needed, and dissenting opinion should be sought
and considered. "Expertise" will often involve
areas beyond the narrowly-construed science,
involving lawyers, ethicists, social scientists and
others. Participants’ conflicts of interests should
always be clearly identified, but should not in
general exclude people.

This, for example, is how the UK Government
went about preliminary debate and consultation
on legislation pertaining to extending areas in
which research on embryonic stem cells would
be permitted. The essential principle, following
debate about benefits against ethical concerns,
had arguably been settled 10 years earlier in the
Warnock legislation permitting such research
directed to fertility benefits. Recent extension to
other potential medical benefits was preceded
by three years of consultation and widely-
sought advice, along the lines spelled out
above. The possibility that research on adult
stem cells could adequately substitute, giving

the benefits without the possible ethical
problems associated with embryonic stem cell
research, was explored, and the great
preponderance of expert opinion that it could
not, was noted. The clear majorities by more
than 2 to 1 in both Houses of Parliament in
favour of allowing such research to proceed
was, I think, clear testimony to the virtues of
this debate, followed by free votes according 
to conscience (9).

Other guiding principles are that worries about
safety issues should be handled in ways
proportionate to the risk in question.
Uncertainties in the science should be openly
acknowledged. And the entire consultative
process should be open, not among coteries in
closed rooms.

In all this, it is most important, yet often most
difficult, to separate the scientific facts and
uncertainties, which must serve as a constraining
background, from policy choices – guided by
public debate and public opinion - which will
usually involve values, feelings and beliefs. In this
crucial yet difficult task of distinguishing the
constraining scientific stage on which the value-
laden play is to be acted out, note that science
and scientists do have a special role to play in
assembling the backdrop, but no special voice –
just citizens along with others – in the drama of
choosing.
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be – infallible. At the level of peer review for
journals, there are many examples of important
papers that were rejected on their first submission
(Sir Hans Krebs’ Nobel Prize winning paper on the
Krebs’ Cycle was rejected by Nature), and there
are even more examples of papers which,
although accepted, have turned out to be wrong.
To paraphrase Damon Runyon, peer reviewed
acceptance of a paper doesn’t make it correct,
and rejection doesn’t make it wrong, but that’s
the way to bet.

What about the examples of deliberate fraud we
read about? The scientific community has, for
example, recently been shaken by the exposure
of the work of the wunderkind Schon, with his
extraordinary string of seemingly path-breaking
and certainly prize-winning papers in Nature,
Science and elsewhere, as fraudulent – a 10 on
the Richter Scale of fraud. And there are other
notable examples over the past few decades.
Paradoxically, they illustrate that the system really
is self-correcting. If the work is, in any way,
important, it will attract others and fraud will 
be exposed.

I have sketched science as being as much a way
of knowing, a collective endeavour of asking
questions, as a set of facts. Properly pursued, the
process seeks experiments and observations that
distinguish among alternative possibilities,

progressively closing in on a better
understanding of the phenomenon or problem
under study: simplifying the topology of the
scientific landscape until eventually one clear
peak remains. Obviously this is an activity
practised by fallible humans, individually and –
most importantly – collectively. There are thus
those who draw the conclusion that the product,
no less than the process, is a social construct.
This is a woeful misunderstanding. Yes, the
choice of problems for study – the agenda and
even sometimes choice of favoured programmes
– can have elements of fashion and personalities
woven into it and to that extent is, in part and
only in part, a product of time and place. I think
the same is often partly true for some of the
ideas put forward in the very earliest – many tiny
hillocks – stages of forming the landscape in a
new area of science. But the knowledge secured
as the scientific landscape, over time, narrows to
a peak – the Second Law, the inverse square law,
the fact that HIV causes AIDS, the Navier Stokes
equations underpinning the computational fluid
dynamics that designed the planes you fly in –
can be absolute. As Max Planck wrote: “there is
a real world independent of our senses; the laws
of nature were not invented by humans, but
forced upon them by that natural world. They
are an expression of a rational world order.” (8)

Principles for science advice in policy making 
and public decisions

The difficulties in practice are many and varied.
First, many of those participating in the consultative
process may in reality be bringing different agendas
to the debate, like actors appearing on stage in
disguise. This can turn what should be a discussion

about openly acknowledged value-driven decisions,
guided and constrained by our best understanding
of the relevant scientific facts and uncertainties, into
something more like the adversarial games of the
courtroom, with the science deliberately coloured,

Difficulties with such principles in practice
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Underlying everything I have written here is the
assumption that the reader shares the values of
the Enlightenment: rational, humane,
questioning. These are the values that gave birth
to the Royal Society and its motto. 

When difficult decisions have to be made, we
first establish the facts and acknowledge the
uncertainties, and then reason together about
the choices. I believe these values permeate not
only science, medicine and engineering, but also

essentially all activity in the arts and humanities,
as well as the mainstream expression of many of
the great religions.

In contrast are Fundamentalist belief systems.
These are found in both West and East, and
come in a wide variety of forms, of varying
virulence. Their essence is authoritarian, 
seeking to suppress questioning. Canonical texts,
dogma, ideology or revelation – not experiment –
are the tools for resolving disputes.

The Enlightenment and the many faces 
of Fundamentalism

selectively presented, or even misrepresented in
pursuit of some larger (but unacknowledged)
ideological crusade. Such views, however, should
and will be heard. The challenge is to paint the
emergent scientific landscape with such clarity and
openness that the relevant heights of the various
peaks and hillocks – as measured by the
experimental facts and uncertainties of various
kinds – can be clearly appreciated by open-minded
participants in the subsequent debate.

Second, even when safety risks can be accurately
assessed, such objective assessment may differ
greatly from subjective feelings (the illusion that
one is safer driving one’s car than travelling on a
train is widespread, for example). More
troublesome, yet commonly happening, are
circumstances where we do not yet know
enough to make an accurate assessment of the
risk, but can only give rough estimates of
probable orders-of-magnitude, or sometimes no
more than for the basis of a guess (for example,
that BSE was unlikely to infect humans, by
analogy with scrapie, which has been endemic in
sheep for centuries yet with no known effect on
humans; this was a good basis of a guess, yet
one which turned out to be wrong).

There are problems for scientists, and rather
differently for policy makers and the general
public, when possible – even remotely conceivable
– adverse consequences cannot be accurately
assessed. This is an issue in the present GM
debate, with some opposed to GM crops arguing
that you should not proceed with a new
technology unless you can identify and quantify all
potential risks. Some even argue that such a
stricture should cover both known and unknown
consequences. Since, by definition, unknown
consequences are difficult to identify and quantify,

this – what might be called the Strong Limit of the
Precautionary Principle – is a recipe for paralysis.
On this basis, no new technology could advance.

This is not to deny that every effort should be
made to identify possible worries. It is for exactly
that reason that the UK farm scale field trials of
specific GM crops were initiated. An area much
greater than the total land area of Great Britain
has been under cultivation (in the USA, Canada,
China and elsewhere) with GM crops for several
years, with no adverse effects having yet been
identified, whereas benefits from reduced
pesticide use have been demonstrated. Even so,
the special nature of the British countryside with
its intimate patchwork of woodland and hill
farms, cropland and pasture, has properly
justified these farm trials. They are exactly in the
spirit of the ideal principles above: solicit wide
questioning; design experiments or make
observations to get answers.

The Prime Minister, in his major and wide-
ranging speech at the Royal Society on 23 May
this year, has summarised all this well (10): 

“The fundamental distinction is between a process
where science tells us the facts and we make a
judgement; and a process where a priori
judgements effectively constrain scientific
research. We have a right to judge but we also
have a right to know. A priori judgement branded
Darwin a heretic; science proved his tremendous
insight. So let us know the facts; then make the
judgement as to how we use or act upon them.

"None of this, incidentally, should diminish the
precautionary principle. Responsible science and
responsible policymaking operate on the
precautionary principle. But that principle should
make us proceed with care on the basis of fact,
not fail to proceed at all on the basis of prejudice.

"There is only a small band of people, I believe,
who genuinely want to stifle informed debate.
But a small group can, as has happened in our
country, destroy experimental crops before we can
determine their environmental impact. I don’t
know what that research would have concluded.
Neither do the protesters. But I want to reach my
judgements after I have the facts and not before".

Finally, note that this process of public debate
and consequent legislative choice works best if,
first, a substantial fraction of the total population
is really engaged with the issue, and second, the
political/legislative processes truly reflect public
opinion. This, unfortunately, is not always the
case. For one thing, if there are no clear benefits
to be set against possible worries (as is arguably
the case in the UK debate about GM foods, but
not about mobile phones), then the public at
large is inclined to shrug its shoulders and leave
the field to a minority of special interest groups,
usually representing extreme views both for and
against. For another thing, many legislative
assemblies are structured in ways that make
them vulnerable to pathologies whereby 
single-issue pressure groups can overturn clear
public preferences. For example, recent polls
show a clear majority of the American public
(61% to 21%) in favour of allowing research 
on embryonic stem cells, yet present indications 
are that legislation may not reflect this 
preference (11).

LORD MAY AND THE PRIME MINISTER DURING
HIS VISIT TO THE ROYAL SOCIETY IN MAY 2002
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The clash between such closed Fundamentalist
belief systems, and the open and questioning
mindset of the Enlightenment is found on
matters great and small, both within countries
and within civilisations as much as among them.
Baruma and Margalit have recently analysed this
dichotomy under several headings (12). For
science, most Fundamentalists unite in the belief
that "truth" cannot be reliably established by
subjecting hypotheses to soulless experimental
tests. Rather we should trust, if revelation is not
available, to instinct. A clear expression of this
view comes from Hitler, ranting against the
"absurdities" of free-thinking scientific research,
because "it leads away from instinct" (13). Similar
views underpinned Mao’s Great Leap Forward.

The Taliban, with their heavy curtailment of
access to new technology and denial of access to
education for women, provide an extreme
example of these phenomena. But other forms of
Fundamentalism still march, albeit much less
dramatically, in the West. They show in quarrels
about the teaching of biblically literal Creationism
as a valid alternative to evolution in science
courses in schools, and in a kind of
Fundamentalism that wistfully looks to a throw-
back world in which nineteenth century
agricultural practices can feed today’s
burgeoning population and unproven alternative
medicines can afford the same protection as the
products of the pharmaceutical industry.

Such Fundamentalist appeals to authority can
cloud my simple distinction between "the
scientific background which constrains choices"
and "the value-laden debate about which choices
we make". This distinction becomes meaningless
if doctrine or ideology can trump observed facts
and experiments. It is not so much that
opponents may distrust the science, but rather

that their world view is disjunct with that of the
Enlightenment.

Complex examples of this can be seen in some
current debates. For example, until 1869 the
Catholic Church’s doctrine, derived from Thomas
Aquinas and ultimately Aristotle, was that the
soul entered the embryo on the 40th day after
conception if male, and up to the 90th day if
female (14). But Pope Pius IX changed all that by
declaring the soul enters the embryo at the
moment of conception. And one year later, in
1870, the doctrine of Papal Infallibility cemented
this declaration. For someone deriving values and
opinions from this essentially Fundamentalist
position, I suspect there would have been no
serious objection to research on embryonic stem
cells, as provided by recent UK legislation, on the
basis of pre-1869 doctrine, whereas today such
research – despite its promised benefits – is
understandably unacceptable on ethical grounds.
There seems to be an escape, however: a handful
of tentative scientific papers can be read as
suggesting research using adult stem cells will
serve equally well, thus providing the medical
benefits without the ethical anguish. The overall
balance of informed scientific opinion, however,
is that we are far from unlocking the potential of
adult cells to differentiate in medically-useful
ways as embryonic stem cells do, and that the
road to one day maybe using adult cells is paved
with embryonic ones. But if revealed doctrine is
your guide, you have access to truth which
transcends scientific knowledge. And you can –
in good faith according to your Fundamentalist
beliefs – honestly believe that research on adult
cells (and prohibiting embryonic stem cell
research) is the solution to the dilemma. The
"scientific background" blurs, and the debate is
ineluctably tricky.

These considerations also apply to aspects of the
consultation and debate about allowing
commercial GM crops to be grown in the UK,
which the Government has launched. I would
classify possible safety worries about GM crops
under three headings, which may be telegraphed
as: food safety; superweeds; Silent Spring.

Personally, I am not particularly concerned about
food safety, nor about the possibility of
producing invasive superweeds by cross-
pollination between GM crops and other plants.
Insofar as there are valid concerns of this kind,
and the need for thoughtful oversight, I believe
they are much the same as for any new food or
crop. Pollen from "conventional" crops (many of
which have been produced by very high-tech
methods in recent years, which could easily be
seen as Frankensteinian if you so chose) blows
around, and does create hybrids. But, far from
being superweeds, these are typically wimps.
There are, however, real problems with invasive
species in the UK – but they come from plants
you can buy at garden centres. Among several
current examples are the invasive aquatic weeds
Australian swamp stonecrop, Crassula helmsii,
which first "escaped" garden ponds in 1956 and
now infests over 2000 sites nationwide, and the
floating pennywort, Hydrocotyle ranunculoides,
now a major problem in the Exminster Marshes
and the Pevensey Levels. Many NGOs and lobby
groups have raised questions about GM crops,
concerned to avoid unintended adverse
consequences, in ways which are fully in the
idiom of the Enlightenment and which are
entirely helpful. These groups have, for example,
welcomed the farm scale field trials. They are,
incidentally, active in trying to promote stricter
regulation of the introduction of potentially
invasive species in connection with horticulture.

But other lobby groups have a more
Fundamentalist point of view: they know, by
dogma, instinct or political ideology that 
GM crops are bad, and the scientific facts are
irrelevant (none of these groups seem particularly
concerned about the known invasive species sold
at garden centres). Alternatively, some of these
groups are making highly selective use of the
available evidence to persuade wider society of
the validity of their views. In particular, some
pressure groups continue to propagate worries
about the safety of GM foods, despite the weight
of evidence to the contrary. The main organic
farming group, the Soil Association, has many
environmentally friendly aims which I find wholly
admirable. But it also has some doctrinal beliefs
which seem more theological than biological –
along with financial considerations which so
many participants in the GM debate (both pro
and con) also have in many different forms –
which cause it to oppose GM crops. The result is,
for example, that a "briefing paper" on their
website about "GMOs in food production:
evidence of risks" draws attention to "negative
effects" and cites Pusztai’s work on GM potatoes
and rats which three years ago was found by the
Royal Society’s independent review panel to be
"flawed in many aspects of design, execution and
analysis and no conclusions should be drawn
from it" (15).

In short, the upcoming GM debate will pose
some challenging problems for those conducting
it. It will be made harder by there not yet being
clear benefits for consumers in the developed
countries (except "vegetarian cheeses", using GM-
produced rennets rather than the same enzymes
obtained from calves’ stomachs), where food has
never been cheaper or more abundant, to set
against the putative risks (16). I think it likely that



To conclude this Anniversary Address, I first note
some of the year’s happy events. Again we have
a fine crop of winners of the major international
prizes of science. The 2002 Nobel Prizes
recognised the work and leadership of John
Sulston and Sydney Brenner, which have ensured
that the UK has maintained its position at the
forefront of the revolution in molecular biology
over the past several decades. 

They have both been very influential in moulding
and developing future generations of responsible
and skilful scientists who will lead us into the 

post-genome era, as well as leading in consideration
of wider issues (witness Brenner’s role in the voluntary
science-led moratorium on "gene-splicing" in the
1970s and in the precautions subsequently spelled
out in the Asilomar meeting, and Sulston’s passionate
advocacy for the basic sequence data of the human
genome to remain wholly in the public domain). Also
notable are Dan McKenzie’s Crafoord Prize for his
work on fundamental aspects of continental drift,
and John Polkinghorne’s Templeton Prize for his
thoughtful writings on the interplay between
scientific knowledge and religious belief systems.

However, legislation can often be a blunt tool,
and scientists are wary about measures that
hinder the advance of knowledge by restricting
the flow of information among researchers.

Oliver Wendell Holmes once famously said that
the right to free speech did not include the right
to cry "Fire" in a crowded theatre. I would add that
the right to academic freedom does not include
the right to light fires in crowded theatres, nor to
disseminate information on new and more
fearsome ways to set such fires. But – lest we
inflict greater damage on society than that which
we aim to prevent – we need to be especially
careful in how we limit free speech and academic
freedom. I fully recognise the need for the kinds of
restrictions dealt with, for example, in the Export
Control Bill debated in Parliament earlier this year.
But the exceptional circumstances in which
academic freedom may be curtailed need to be
spelled out clearly and carefully, and not in
sweepingly general terms. I think the House of
Lords debate on academic freedom in relation to
the Export Control Bill, and the admirably

balanced position negotiated by the Science
Minister, Lord Sainsbury, reflects these principles in
a reassuring way. Nor is it a philosophical
abstraction to distrust the possible consequences
of such legislation. In the USA, for example,
similar laws have – until they were relatively
recently altered – been invoked to seek to prevent
pure mathematicians presenting or publishing
work with possible cryptographic relevance.

Some have proposed the introduction of a code
of conduct for scientists, perhaps along the lines
of the Hippocratic Oath, which was once, but no
longer, the solemn pledge of the medical
profession. It is difficult to see how a single code
could be designed, and enforced, for the full
spectrum of science. Nor could any such oaths
stop wrongdoing. But such calls will persist if the
science community does not devote enough time
and effort to demonstrating that we recognise
and respect the ethical and moral bounds
determined by the rest of society, and that we
too are guided by an underlying principle, simply
to "do no harm".

the general public – very sensibly – will engage
more fully in this debate once, as it were, GM
offers a golden apple, the eating of which will
make you thin and witty.

My hope is that my third category of worry,
"Silent Spring", will dominate the coming GM
debate in the UK. From the dawn of agriculture
10,000 years ago, the legitimate aim of farmers
has been to grow crops that no one eats but us;
not shared with weeds (plants in the wrong
place) or pests (insects and others with the
wrong appetites). With increasing intensification,
we come closer to this goal. But the consequence
is fewer wild plants, fewer insects, fewer birds,
and an ever more silent spring. GM technology

offers us, on the one hand, the opportunity
further to ramp up such intensification (the
benefit of not sharing our crops with other
creatures, the costs of diminishing biodiversity).
On the other hand, the same technology, if
appropriately used, offers the chance of a Doubly
Green Revolution, in which we grow our food
efficiently but in ways which work with the grain
of nature rather than wrenching the environment
to our crops with fossil-fuel subsidised fertilisers,
herbicides and pesticides. This is a real debate
about values and beliefs which we should be
having, against a realistic background of the
possibilities that tomorrow’s agricultural
biotechnology may offer.
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The preceding paragraph expresses my personal
feelings and beliefs, as citizen perhaps rather
than as scientist. But this role of citizen scientist
(a phrase coined by Neil Lane, President Clinton’s
Science Advisor) is one I believe scientists should
increasingly embrace.

It is understandable that some parts of the
population may worry that scientists carry out
their work in a "moral and ethical vacuum". The
notion of the mad scientist has persisted for
generations, most vividly through fictional works.
We have Shelley’s portrayal of Doctor
Frankenstein locked away in a laboratory and
eventually bringing death and destruction as his
gruesome experiments run out of control. More
recently, we have Michael Crichton’s Jurassic Park,
in which a "chaotician", Ian Malcolm, declares:
"Scientists are actually preoccupied with
accomplishment. So they are focused on whether

they can do something. They never stop to ask if
they should do something".

These descriptions of mythical scientists carrying
out their work outside the bounds of civil society
help to generate unease about what real
scientists get up to. This is exacerbated when
scientists appear reluctant to discuss openly the
moral and ethical implications of their work.
Whether it is worries about the cloning of people
or the creation of deadly new biological
weapons, people want reassurance that there are
sufficient safeguards to prevent malevolent
applications of our advances in knowledge.

Scientists on the whole accept, and indeed often
initiate, regulation of their work, particularly in
those areas where the dangers are perceived to be
greatest (such as research on contagious diseases)
or the ethical and moral constraints most obvious
(such as research involving human embryos).

Coda

Citizen Scientists



Anniversary Day marks the retirement of the Royal
Society Treasurer, Sir Eric Ash. Eric has been much
more than an able manager of our money, and –
helped by the indispensable Ian Cooper – an
excellent planner of and fund-raiser for the
refurbishment of the Society’s premises in Carlton
House Terrace, housing us well for the 21st century.
He also is responsible for the major changes in the
induction of new Fellows and indeed on Anniversary
Day, imparting an informality and warmth – a real
feeling of "family" – that is so characteristic of Eric
himself. We are lucky to have secured David Wallace
to succeed him. I am also very conscious of how
much the Society owes to the thoughtful and tireless
efforts of our Foreign Secretary, Dame Julia Higgins,
and of the Physical and Biological Secretaries, John
Enderby and Pat Bateson. They, and the staff who
work at all levels at Carlton House Terrace, serve the
Society, and the science community more generally,
exceedingly well. I am also indebted to Fellows and
other hosts in India, New Zealand and Australia
who made my visits there in the past year so
memorable, as well as to Ling Thompson who was
so helpful in organising all this.

I end on a somewhat sadder note. Among the
roughly 25 Fellows who died this year, two were
exceptionally notable. George Porter – Lord Porter of

Luddenham – died this summer. His term as
President saw many changes (not least, I am told, an
improvement in the food, done deliberately to
encourage people to drop in for lunch and socialise),
adjusting our course to a changing world. Reflecting
his history as Director of the Royal Institution, George
was a leader in thinking about science in society, long
before it moved centre stage. Max Perutz, who died
in February, was yet another whose contributions to
the scientific community went well beyond his own
scientific successes, immense though these were. As
a founder of the Nobel Prize factory known as the
LMB, in Cambridge, he stood for the intellectual
adventure of scientific risk-taking, and for letting
younger colleagues have their heads, unencumbered
by bureaucracy or hierarchy. His passion for human
rights matched his passion for science. I can do no
better than end with the opening paragraph of the
last letter he sent me: "It seems that my days are
numbered, and I just wanted you to know how
enormously I appreciated my Fellowship of the Royal
Society. People used to ask me occasionally where I
really belonged, whether to Austria or Britain, or to
the Jews. I would give an evasive reply because I
really wanted to say that I belong to the Royal Society
and that was all I needed. It is the best Academy in
the world and the most active one".
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